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Rashid Iskandar(06/07/1988)
 
I'm Muhd Rashid bin Mohd Iskandar Manjit. LiVed in Cheras, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia. Since small stayed with my parent. I have 1 sister and 2 brothers.
Second in the family, born in 6 of July 1988.
 
Study in Methodist Boys School for Primary and Secondary. Then further my
studied in UiTM Samarahan, Sarawak and UiTM Seri Iskandar, Perak for my
Diploma. Currently still study UiTM Shah Alam, Selangor for my Degree. I'm
taking Quantity Survey a.k.a Cost Engineer as my working profession.
 
About me? I'm ordinary person same like others, Love my family, pets and
almost everyone that i called as my friends. I'm not a perfect person but i will try
my best in life. I am just simple and happy go lucky person.
 
From my point of view, a poem is written not to show people that we are good in
writing or how great we are in writing but it is to show people what is the
meaning behind he poem. A good poem is a poem that have many kind of feeling
in it, how we express our feeling in  how i write it, i will write it when ever i feel
to write about somethings, the idea can came anytime at anywhere. I write for
myself and happy to share it with everyone around the world.
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Afraid
 
What are you scared of?
Afraid of darkness,
Maybe afraid of height,
Or even maybe afraid of your own shadow or yourself,
So, then why do people afraid,
Is it a natural feeling?
Or it is only our self actually,
We shall not be afraid,
We must be brave,
We can fight it,
It is just our self,
So, boy and girl don’t be afraid,
Please….
Fight it, fight for yourself,
Stand and be yourself,
Please….
Don’t be afraid to show yourself,
Just be yourself,
Believe yourself and this feeling will be gone,
Be positive, don’t let it over power you,
Don’t be scared,
This is just natural in life,
Remember one thing,
Please…..
That is ‘afraid’ is just another feeling in a human…..
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Ashamed
 
I feel sad for you..
Truly sad for you..
You are so disgusting..
You are so ashamed..
You shall be ashamed of yourself..
Why, Why do I said that..
It's all because of your attitude and yourself..
Because of you also..
Friendship start to tremble and collapse..
Best friend become enemy..
Is all done by you…
Don't you feel sad for yourself..
Look like begging for something..
Something that only a true friend have..
Anyway you will not have it..
If this goes on..
You destroy people relationship..
You are so ashamed..
Nothing much can I say..
People like you are so thick-skinned..
Pretend to be innocent..
But the truth is..
You are a disaster and a destroyer..
Truly a monster in people shadow..
Please feel sad for yourself..
Don't be too low...
What you do now..
Will come back to you later…
So remember that as a lesson now..
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Best Friend
 
Thank you for being my best friends..
You are there for me..
When I am down or in my dark moment..
Through thick and thin..
You are for me when I am hurt badly..
When I cried like a baby..
You are there for me..
You stand by me..
Giving me strength and courage..
So I can turn to you..
Sometimes you felt irritate by me..
Because of my attitude or my mood..
But you never complain..
Always smile and care about me..
Thanks my best friends..
We can have many friends in life..
But best friend are rare..
Once in a blue moon..
Like the star in the sky..
Like the sun that shine..
Or like the air that we breathe..
You felt what I felt..
Sometimes even cry with me..
You may think that..
You can’t help me much..
But to be there for me..
That’s mean a lot for me..
What I can’t imagine is..
One day when life move on..
What will happen to our friendship..
But one things for sure..
We will always be best friends..
Till death come..
Come and take me away..
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Betray
 
We was close..
Once before you are one of my best friends..
Everything I share..
Sad or even happy story..
All has been told to you..
The stack of trust is high..
Then something unimagined happen..
It's all starting to fall apart..
Far and further we are..
The trust seems to start faded..
Because of what?
It is hard to describe..
Sometime I feel that I been betray by you..
Hurt deeply and deeply..
The betray feeling hurt me deeply inside..
This is different…
Why it is different..
Because I been betray by the person that I trust the most..
This feeling is worst that ever., .
I can't said anything right now..
I just feel like be silent and zip my mouth..
Just be quiet..
Just make don't know..
Just see what you do..
Cause what you do..
It will come and haunt you someday…
What goes around do come around..
So beware…
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Broken Heart
 
Empty was not the best way to describe it..
Love was not also the best way for me…
I was a strong person before……
till I fall deep inside….
everything was perfect once before….
till you take it away from me….
Far, far away from me..
feeling so sad..
thinking about it...
how to work it out….,
And make it happen..
everything wrong and right is not matter anymore…
how could this happen to me….
Why? ?
What are my fault…
Can anyone tell me….
Please tell me…..
I need an answer…..
My heart has been broken….
Broken for many time…..
So many time..
Oh, God help me…..
My heart is sinking….
Lower, lower and lower..,
Slowly, slowly and slowly,
I can't breath …..
But..
You can breath easily….
I will be stuck down forever….
Because my heart is heavily hurt….
Please one day there someone to cure it….
No more heart broken anymore….
No need to cry and no need to sad….
I need only you…..
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Confused
 
I am so confused,
Confused.. with my life… my studies.. my surroundings,
Its all seems to be so confusing,
Living in this world,
With all these confusing things,
Lots of people are fake,
Lots of people are evil,
Lots of people are cocky,
It’s all happen because they are confused of themselves,
So confused… confused.. and continues confused….
For that reason.. we need to learn of our surroundings,
Our life and our family including about our friends,
Last but not less also about our enemy,
Then we will not be confused anymore,
Because when you have masters all of that,
You can control of your life,
God help those who help themselves,
So prevent yourself from these confusing matters,
Confused, Confusing, Confusion, Confession…
Conclusion are confused is craziness.
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Congratez
 
Congratulation to you
I am happy for you
Now you are not lonely anymore
The time has come
At last, you have found someone
Someone that you been waiting for
The search seem to be worthy
Maybe god hear your little tiny heart
Then god fulfill you wishes
There come your love one
But please
Please remember on thing
Don’t intend to have more that one
You can’t bear with these situation
Don’t let your love one slip away
Don’t waste that person love
Don’t take thing for granted
Please be loyal to your love one
Don’t play with people heart or feeling
It’s hurt my friend
Please just stick with only one person
Cause if you intend to break someone heart
God will definitely punish you later
What goes around, come around
But no matter what happen
I am happy for you
Congratulation my friend
I think the time for me have come
It seem that time are jealous of our friendship
Maybe ii is the time for me to go now
There is no need for me to be here anymore
My time is now over
What that I want is
I just hope you are happy
Happy with your partner
Take care properly
Don’t lose it
Lastly
The only thing that I can do is..
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Pray that your happiness is always continuing
Congratez
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Cried
 
I cried day and night..
I cried everyday, every times and every moment..
But why?
Why do I cried..
I cried because that person has leave me..
Sometimes I may laugh in the outside…
But actually it is heavily rain in the inside..
My heart is torn apart..
I cried..
Cried and cried..
I don’t know what to do..
I just can’t stop crying..
I will cried every times I think of you..
You have leave an impact in my life..
I can’t stop crying..
I cried..
Cried and cried..
I am so sad, hurt and abandon..
The only think I can do is cry..
So, god please save me from this disaster..
I can’t help myself.
Maybe god, you can help me..
I just want to stop crying..
That all I wanted in my life..
Please god..
Make my heart calm..
I just need to calm..
Maybe there is light somewhere near by..
I may found that light someday..
For time been I will just sat and continue cry..
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Crushed
 
Crushed..
That is how I felt right now..
The thought to be together..
Has been shattered away by you..
I felt deeply crushed..
Never thought this will happen..
I am really in denial right now..
My heart is so crushed..
Crushed into little tiny pieces..
The sunny day that I been hoping for..
Was just all delusional..
Without warning..
Instead of beautiful colour rainbow..
Lighting just strike in my life..
Symbol of massive destruction..
Heavy rain start pouring..
And pouring until it flooded my heart..
I am so crushed and devastated..
I am totally broken down..
The tears can’t stop pouring down..
After all this years..
I can’t believe it..
It just ended in a second..
The trust that been given to you..
My heart that I gave you..
The hard work that I do for you..
Was all a wasted..
You are just as fake as hell..
The day I left..
Is the day you shall be sorry for..
You made my heart wounded deeply..
My heart just sink and crushed badly..
My world stopped..
That is not what you expected from them..
Why must you do this to me..
You can’t fixed me now..
It can’t be fixed anymore..
I am so hard hearted now..
Harder than a rock..
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If you say you are sorry..
You surely are not..
I has moved on..
Moved on for a better life..
To find the light that once was here..
The wound may not heal now..
But it will surely heal in time..
The crushed will always remain..
Remain in my memory..
As a reminder of you..
The person that crushed my heart..
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Dear
 
You are perfect..
So perfect for me..
You are like a gem in tones of rock..
Or A diamond in sand..
Or A flower in a bushes..
Or A bird in the skies…
You look so gorgeous..
Dear..
You suit me well..
You are just like my angel..
Beside me..
I happy that you come to me..
Is it a sight from god..
Does god send you to me..
Thank god for this gift..
I really appreciate it..
It just like a gift after my sadness..
After to many people break me..
Then you just arrive in time..
It was a perfect timing..
I really need someone that time..
Dear..
When we are together..
It is wonderful and phenomenal..
It seem like the world won’t stop..
I just don’t want to be away from you that time..
I hope that way can stay like that forever…
A great moment and memories..
Dear..
Even we may not be together forever..
Please stay by me..
Be there for me..
And always on my side..
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Destiny
 
Is this fate or destiny?
It was that day..
The day we meet for the very first time..
Glad that you also get the job..
We work to together now..
We always outstation..
That what make us even more close..
Those days..
We fight or even yell..
But that is just what us more stronger..
We knew each other for nearly one year..
We are tight..
Tight like water that flow in the river..
That how our friendship is..
We have our sad and happy day..
Our frust and stress day..
All of that thought us about each other..
Then you time has come..
You need to go..
I knew it is hard..
But I need to accept it with an open heart..
No more breakfast together..
Site or lunch together..
I will now be alone here..
Alone by myself..
But you, yes you..
Don't be sad..
Please don't worry..
Go and chase your dream…
I always believe in you..
I am always here whenever you need a friends..
Take care my friend..
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Enemy
 
What are they?
Who are they?
Where they come from?
They exist among us and always are around our life,
They pretend to our friend,
Pretend to nice toward us,
Pretend to be so friendly,
But, in the end they backstabbing us,
So deep until we feel so regret to be with,
Or even to even know them,
Enemy is the word that shall be described to them,
Enemy is so dangerous for us,
In life, we will always have enemy,
People are sometimes intimidate with us,
Until they try to make our life ruin,
So, we shall always watch of our enemy,
They could be anyone of us,
Could be our family, friend or even ourself,
So always remember to prepared of what will happen,
Because enemy exist in everywhere,
It exists in our past, present and even in our future,
So, always be prepared for them,
Cause not everyone can be trusted in our life,
Beware of enemy in the future.
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Feeling
 
Feeling are unique,
Has a lot of types,
Happy.. Sad.. Lonely.. Bored…
All of that is in ourself,
What are my feeling right now?
What are they?
I don’t feel anything,
It seem I am sense less,
Am I losing my feeling,
Or just another of feeling that I feel right now,
Its important to us,
Everybody need this feel to live our lifes,
Because feeling reflect our feeling at that moment,
It show people how we feel,
So keep our feeling in ourself,
Before it been taken away for ever.
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Finally
 
I have been there for three times..
Can't believe that the third is the time..
Time that we meet..
We knew each other for quite a while..
We always whatapps..
But I always believe that time will meet us up..
You are busy and I am also busy..
We are busy with our own life…
We stay in different states..
Distance is not a problem for us..
Cause we always contact through whatapps..
It was my last day in that placed…
The day was sad and the week was awful for me..
But then suddenly all turn upside down..
Caused at that night..
You called me..
Wow, we finally meet up..
You come in a white car…
Pick me up and drive me around..
From the very first time that I saw you.
I knew something special is in you..
I am speechless..
You are same like what I imagine..
Sweet and charmed…
It was like a relieve day for me..
Thank you to you..
For making my days..
Even it was just not for a long time…
It is enough for me..
I am glad that we finally meet up..
I hope that we can really be connected..
Even though I don't know you well..
But my heart always thinking of you..
Please don't forget me..
Cause I am gonna miss you..
And always remember you..
Keep you near to me..
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Rashid Iskandar
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Forget
 
Arghhhh! ! ! !
Stress and frustrated with myself..
I can't believe it..
Do bad luck come twice in life?
Yeah, that my answer..
Bad luck do struck me again..
Shame on me..
I need to let it go..
Let my mind free..
Free from you, you and also you..
Please forget it for now..
Nothing you can change for now..
The right things to do now is..
Just forget, forget and forget..
Life need to move on..
It is hard but be strong to forget about it..
Don't make yourself surfer..
Surfer for something that does not deserve…
Chill out and forget..
Let the past go..
Learn from the past..
Future is ahead..
Forget about it..
There many good things for you in future..
Life is short..
So chill out..
Move on…
And forget what shall we forget..
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Friends
 
They are important part in our life..
Their with us when..
We are in happy and sad moment..
Friends are..
Someone special..
Someone precious..
They come and go..
We will meet new people..
In different place and time..
Then, we will make more new friends..
So, our friends will be more and more..
My friends are important for me..
They influence me in my life..
They bring me..
Joy, happiness, sadness..
They make my life complete..
They understand me more than anyone.
Friends..
You are a part of my life..
No matter who you are..
My schoolmate..
Co-worker or even friend from website..
You guys all are my friends..
Past..
Present..
And in the future..
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Give Up
 
Should I ever give up on you..
It a cruel statement…
I think I like you..
I love you..
But is it worth for all of that..
When I start to feel far away from you..
You came to me..
Give me light in my life…
You gave me strength..
You make me believe that you care..
You are there when I need you..
But then..
Sometimes it feels fake…
It is easy to just break a trust…
Then you try to build it again..
I feel that I shall stop..
From chasing you..
Cause I knew where I stand…
It leads nowhere…
You say sorry..
You said it many times…
That word are just to easy for you..
Sorry for that.. sorry for this.. it is not on purpose..
How shall I be strong anymore..
Everyday you break me..
You hurt me badly and very depth..
You make me want to quit and give on you..
But then you came and lead me..
This circle should not turn and turn…
Cause you make me lost faith in you..
Adele song said that..
“Should I ever give up..
Or should I just keep chasing pavement..
Even if it leads nowhere..
Or would it be waste..
Even if I knew place…
Should I leave it there..”
I think I need to make a right choice..
I don’t need to be suffer anymore..
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Should I stay or let it go..
I pray to god.. Please…
I need you in making my decision…
Or I will lost forever in these dilemma..
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Hate
 
Hate..
It is a simple feeling..
The feeling that exist in all human being..
Feeling that are opposite from love..
Hate is something evil..
Come when we are sad..
When we are leave alone..
And also when we are depressed..
We shall try to avoid it..
Try as hard as we can..
But..
I can’t..
I hate that I know you..
Hate that I love you..
Hate that we met..
Hate that you gave me love..
Hate that you teach me life..
Hate that you come to me..
Hate that we have relationship..
But..
I can’t hate you forever..
Because..
The truth is..
Actually, I can’t even hate you..
Even a little..
Our love is stronger than this evil feeling..
Hate can’t even separate us..
Hate can’t make us fall apart..
Because..
Hate is just part of our feeling..
And will continue exist in us forever..
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Here
 
Here I am,
What I am,
I am here for my responsible,
Here is where I should be,
I have to do my best here,
No matter what is the task in here,
I have to be strong here,
I am here without you,
You’re the voice that hear inside my head,
The reason I’ writing,
You’re the missing pieces I need,
The song inside of me,
I need to find you,
I got to find you,
Here….
What is here…
Where is here…
Why is here..
There are many question here in my mind,
Only me, myself and I can answer that
That is my question,
Who is in here,
What is the voice,
Where is the missing pieces,
What is the song,
It is all in here,
Here, here and here….
Don’t worry,
One day, all of these question…
Will be answer here, here and here….
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Hope
 
You gave me hope…
You gave me life..
You gave me light..
You gave all that I needed in life..
The strength..
The love..
The power..
That you pour to me..
Have make my life fill with all sort of hope..
Hope..
That is something priceless..
Speechless to speak about..
Hard to described..
Very original to us..
Hope..
It may sometimes broke our heart..
And even take away our love one..
Makes us feel so depressed..
Also can betray our life..
But..
Why? ?
Why you gave me hope..
If in the end..
You are taking it away from me..
Far, far away from me..
And then, I have nothing at all..
Because..
It will not change that..
Hope will always be remain as hope forever..
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Hurt
 
Hurt..
Why do I feel so hurt..
I am deeply hurt by you..
I can’t bear and fight with this feeling..
You have hurt me..
I can’t say anything..
I can’t feel anything..
I can’t think wisely..
I can’t do anything..
Because…
I am so bad hurt…
God please help me..
Please cure my feeling…
I can’t feel my senses..
My senses have gone forever..
Due to this hurt feeling..
Why do this person hurt me..
Why do you hurt me..
I am deeply, sadly hurt…
God I pray to you..
Please..
I beg you god..
Please..
Cure my tiny little heart..
From this hurt feeling…
 
Rashid Iskandar
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I
 
If you are sad & feeling blue,
called upon me...
I'll do all i can to cheer you up,
I'll do all i can to help you...
If you feel you have to get away,
call upon me...
I'll do all i can to help you through,
I'll do all i can to assist you today...
If you need some time to let it all out,
called upon me...
I'll do all i can to be there for you,
I'll do all i can to know what it's about...
But if you call upon me &
I am not there...
Come over quickly...
I may need love & care...
Cause I may be in trouble…
Only u can make my day…
Always cheer yourself….
And you will cheer others…
Cheer, …
With Love, Hugs & Kisses....
 
Rashid Iskandar
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I'M Sorry
 
I’m sorry…
For not able to be near you…
For not able to be there when you are lonely…
For not there when you cried..
For not available when you need me…
For everything bad that I have done…
I’m sorry…
I may not be here always…
May not be there always…
Not contact you always…
Not seeing you always…
I’m truly sorry….
But..
The truth is…
I always remember you…
Thinking of you…
Care about you…
I may not be near you..
But I am always near in your heart…
Don’t worry…
I will always remember you…
And always will be with you..
Now or forever…
Even when I am gone…
 
Rashid Iskandar
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It’s Over
 
My heart are broken..
Broken into tiny little piece..
It is torn apart by you..
My trusted one…
It is devastated..
My heart sunk deep inside of me…
It’s over…
Over between you and me..
Is the end of us…
No more happiness..
No more trust…
No more us..
But most of all…
There is no more love anymore..
One thing that remains is memory…
Our memory together…
It feel so sad when we think of it..
What we built between us…
What we promise to do together…
It all over now..
There nothing left to said..
Only tears is my friend now..
How cruel you are..
I can’t believe you anymore..
You was my strength..
But now you are my dark side..
Please don’t come back..
Please go far away..
It’s over..
Over.. over.. over..
I don’t need you…
I can stand on my own now..
I know that fate has been determined for me..
God know what the best for me..
Thank to god for being there for me..
Always there for me..
Praise to god..
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Rashid Iskandar
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Journey
 
It is time..
It is getting near..
Soon all will be memories..
Everything that start long before..
Will come to an end..
It's that day..
The day where we all start as individual..
At that time we have the stranger look…
Some faces we are familiar..
Other is new to us..
The journey start two years ago..
Where Sarawak, Perak and Shah Alam combine..
The combination bring awkwardness..
What memorable is…
How happy is it to see our old friends..
After three years, yes three years…
All that year we in different campus..
In that years…
I do make a lot of friend either in Sarawak and Perak..
Then in Shah Alam it keeps increasing…
First day are disaster..
We are divided to six classes..
Some are happy other are sad..
Chance is then given to change classes…
But I stay here and believe in my decision..
People do change classes..
But then my classes is filled with people I familiar..
While learning when it is weekend we all spend time together..
When I all, yes I means all of us either from Sarawak or Perak…
Just like the old time..
When we in here..
The method of learning is different than diploma..
But still we need to adapt it..
Only &quot;D&quot; class did not change leadership for three semesters…
Having a great assistant, Responsible treasurer and Awesome classmate is the
key..
Since then many things happen..
Many precious memories at here…
Memories that you can't find later in life…
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We took Buses, Lrt and even Ktm together..
Not to forget karaoke together to release our tension..
We spend time in ‘I-City', ‘SACC Mall', ‘PKNS', ‘Pas' and ‘Plaza Masalam'..
Eat at ‘BINTANG', ‘SANI', ‘ISKANDAR', ‘Lawangsari', ‘Dapur Pintar', ‘Ayam Dara'..
Even eat in ‘BARRA', ‘NUR KASIH', ‘Wira Sejati', ‘Pak li', ‘Hailam', ‘Sambal
Belacan'..
But most of all not to forget Jogging in Sec 7 Lake..
Spend time with all my best friend is so memorable…
All the laughter and sadness we share together..
The day we finish our learning in here..
Our feeling is mixed with happy and sadness..
Out time in here is over..
No more class, no more outing..
Student life is gone..
Welcome working life..
If time can turn back…
I will try my best to pleased everyone..
I am sorry for what in done through this process of learning..
All of u will be in heart forever..
Even we are far apart from each other..
This my life..
My journey at here..
My one and only precious journey..
That I will keep and remember always..
Thanks all and take care of yourself..
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Keep Holding On
 
Keep holding on
U can do it
Don't give up
You can't give up
Eventhough
It feel like i am been slaughter
Slaughter alive in here
My eyes seem to be more and more tiny
Become more sleepy
The day seem to be slow
Slow and so slow
It's a disaster
Disaster on the first day
I keep yawn and yawning
These activity keep repeating
Again and again
I can't stand it anymore I can't take it.
So so slow
This place are so lame
So damn bored
When it will be over
Please
Pleas stop now
These lecture are killing me
Killing me softly
I can't take it
Bye bye
That all i can say
 
Rashid Iskandar
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Keep Searching
 
Once before there is happiness...
You was my heart...
My soul… My life…
But it crushes…
Damage so badly…
Not every story end happily…
There go our happiness...
Since then I am trauma...
Trauma of relationship...
Scared that I may hurt again...
I don’t want to be hurt again...
No not again…
But then time passed by...
I get lonely… bored…
Suddenly I encourage myself...
I need to find someone...
Someone that can understand me...
Maybe you…
Yes maybe is you…
I am searching...
Searching for you…
You could be the one...
The one that I keep searching before...
Maybe you are made for me...
Only for me...
I might hurt before...
It a learning process for me..
But now I am searching for you...
Searching for you...
No matter where you are…
I will keep searching...
Until I find you...
Then I will stop later...
But for now...
I will continue searching for you...
The one that perfect for me...
My soul mate…
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Rashid Iskandar
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Late
 
Late..
I’m sorry you are late..
I’m taken…
Taken away from you..
I’m not available for you anymore..
I’m not yours..
It a broken heart moment..
We should be together..
But you are late..
Is your fault..
Now I belong to other person..
You had your chance.
You just threw it away..
Far away from you..
You flush it away…
It is over between us..
You won’t get your chance again..
No more..
You don’t deserve me..
You just don’t deserve..
In the end..
Your are still late..
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Lazy
 
I am so lazy of you already…
Even you and also you…
I am fed up…
Lazy with your laugh..
Lazy with your joke..
Lazy with you face and talk…
Lazy with your attitude and behave..
And lazy everything that concern you…
I don’t need to be headache..
Headache of you..
I now so lazy…
Lazy and so tired of what happen…
Lazy with education..
Lazy with surrounding..
Lazy with even my life now..
Why I am so lazy..
Why do I feel it..
Maybe cause I tired with you..
Please god…
Help me relieve that burden of lazy..
I don’t need it in me..
All I need is to be calm..
Calm and mind my own business..
For now, that may be the best way..
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Life
 
LIFE…..
LIFE IS JUST A JOURNEY,
LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL,
I AM GRACEFUL WITH MY LIFE,
BUT WHY IN LIFE WE NEED TO BE SAD,
WHY LIFE YOU BRING LIGHT IN MY LIFE,
THEN IN SUDDEN YOU MAKE MY LIFE DARK,
LIFE……
LIFE IS JUST LIKE A CANDLE,
SOMETIMES IT’S SHORT OR LONG,
IT’S ALWAYS HAVE IT CYCLE,
LIFE…..
WHY MAKE PEOPLE BE TOGETHER,
WHEN IT NOT GOING TO LAST LONG,
WHY DO WE NEED THIS LIFE,
WHY IS OUR LIFE COMPLICATED,
WHY……
LIFE IS SO MEAN TO US,
IT’S HILARIOUS,
FUNNY, FULL WITH JOY,
OR MAYBE LIFE IS FULL WITH SADNESS,
LIFE…….
DO YOU REALLY GOING TO GIVE ME LUCK,
GIVE ME JOY,
GIVE ME HAPPINESS,
LIFE PLEASE DON’T TAKE THIS FEELING FROM ME,
PLEASE LIFE,
PLEASE……
SO LIFE IT’S ALL DEPEND ON YOU,
ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN IN LIFE,
SO WE MUST ALWAYS BE PREPARE,
BECAUSE ANYTHING COULD HAPPEN IN LIFE…
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Lost
 
Oh my god! ! !
What is happening to me..
What is my problem..
Where have I been all this time..
I am already gone..
Gone for a quite a while..
Please god..
I need to find my path back..
My body is here..
But my soul is missing..
Somewhere we can't find it..
Please come back and return to me soul..
I beg you..
I am lost..
Lost for quite a moment..
I can't find my way..
I need to get myself back..
I need to wake up..
Wake up to the reality world..
No more day dreams..
Or else I will be lost again..
I can't bear to be lost again..
I can't live without my soul..
It's like a doll without life…
Or like a living zombies..
I beg to myself..
Please, please..
Wake up and be yourself..
Your time to wake up has come..
No more lost again in life…
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Love
 
WHAT IS LOVE….
LOVE IS SOMETHING THAT COULD HURT YOU,
SOMETHING STUPID, SOMETHING SUPERB,
BUT LOVE, LOVE, LOVE, LOVE AND LOVE,
WHY DO WE NEED TO LOVE SOMEONE,
WHERE DOES THIS FEELING COME FROM,
OH….. LOVE……..
WHY, WHY, WHY, WHY,
THIS IS HAPPENING TO US,
WHY DOES LOVE BRING PEOPLE TOGETHER,
WHEN IT COULD MAKE PEOPLE SUFFER IN THE END,
LOVE MAKE PEOPLE SUFFER,
MAKE PEOPLE BLIND,
MAKE PEOPLE CRY,
MAKE PEOPLE CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT IT,
WHY LOVE, WHY…..
DO YOU REALLY BRING HAPPINESS OR SADNESS,
WHAT DO YOU BRING IN OUR LIVE,
TELL US LOVE,
WHAT EXACTLY DO YOU BRING,
YOU COULD MAKE PEOPLE HATE YOU LOVE,
PEOPLE WILL NOT BELIEVE YOU LOVE,
IF YOU BETRAY THEM LOVE,
SO WHY YOU ARE DOING THIS TO PEOPLE LOVE,
WHY,
IS IT FUN TO MAKE PEOPLE HURT OR SUFFER LOVE,
IS IT FUN,
GIVE ME AN ANSWER LOVE,
TELL ME,
BUT IN THE END LOVE DOES BRING PEOPLE TOGETHER,
AND THEY DO SEPARETE PEOPLE TOO,
SO IT BRING GOODNESS AND BADNESS,
LOVE WILL ALWAYS BE LOVE,
NOTHING CAN CHANGE IT,
LOVE………..
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Love Is Music
 
Love is like music……
But…….
Music is not like love….
So what about it…
Does it effect us…
Who is more powerful….
Love or Music…
Love, Music, Love, Music…..
How to choose them..
It is quiet hard…
God Al-mighty, please…
Help me to make decision…
What is my decision….
Is it love or music….
Love is important….
So is music…
Love is priceless….
But music is always in my heart….
Love….
Music….
It seems that we cannot choose….
We have no choice..
So let it be…
Lets god decide it…
Is god will...
So wait for it….
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Maybe
 
Maybe I was waiting for something..
Waiting for a chance, ..
A chance from you..
All I want to say is..
My love..
is stronger than before,
I want to see you..
More and more,
But..
you close the door,
Why? ?
Please open up your heart,
It will not take a long time..
Maybe..
It is wrong..
But..
I have to say please love me..
I knew that you never ever do it..
somebody else is waiting for you there....
Maybe
It is wrong to love you more and more..
I knew you love me too..
And you belong to who..
I believe what you said to me,
we should set each other free..
Maybe..
One day we will be together..
We just have to wait..
Till the day come to us..
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Me
 
I am me..
No matter what..
I am still me..
You can question and comment me..
But I am still me..
Will I change..
Maybe one day..
Change to be a better person..
I will not change for you..
For money.. Or even power..
I may not be hensem…
Cute or even masculine..
I may have a scar, acne or even allergy..
But that just me..
I am just the way I am..
I am happy with myself…
Shall you like me…
I don't know..
It's up to you all…
Everyone have their own perception about everybody..
So you can say what you want…
I will always be myself…
Always remember who I am..
I will not forget where I come from..
I always remember my journey in life..
Bad or even good…
From zero to hero..
Thanks God for always knocking at my door..
Always remind me on who I am..
Till the day I go…
I will always stay true to myself…
And just be me.. me.. and will always be me…
Not you.. you or other person..
Be yourself and graceful to god for his creation…
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Memories
 
Memories..
Can we talk about them?
Memories were something priceless that hard to find..
Whether they are good or bad..
Memories shall always be treasured as sweet memories..
They teach us something about future...
Where we have to be strong..
Strong enough to get through all obstacles..
We have all sorts of memories..
From the past..
Present..
Or even maybe from the future..
Is it possible..
But from what we can experience..
Memories are something incredible..
Beautiful and precious..
I praise to god..
For all the memories that occurred..
No matter how good or bad memories were..
I learnt a lot from all the memories..
And we should accept that..
Memories shall always be used as guidance..
And be treasured..
And can never ends..
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Missed
 
I think I missed you,
I really missed you so much,
I can’t understand why?
What has cause it?
Why do I still missed you?
Even after what you have done,
I still missed you,
My life is so misery, very misery..
I’m in pain,
Pain until I can faint,
I can’t fell my hand, body or even my legs…
Why? ? ?
Is it because I missed you,
I keep thinking of you,
Why you did it to me?
Don’t you love me?
It seem that I can’t find the answer right now,
But… I am sure that….
I will get the answer…
Once I met you for the very first time,
It has been a long hour and years that past by,
I can’t wait to see you again,
I really need to see you,
I missed you…
It may be the last time we met again,
This is your last chance,
To tell me about your feeling,
Cause what I really need from you is….
An answer…
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Mum
 
Mum, you are my light,
You gave me strength,
You make laugh even I am sad,
You at my side when I need you,
You are so great mum,
A person that really care about us,
About our life, health, food and always love us,
You know how to treat us well,
Mum, you are my heart and my soul,
You don’t show your tears even when you are sad,
You always smile even when you are in pain,
You always try to cheers us up no matter what happen,
You are the greatest person in me,
No matter how long I live I can’t pay your hard work,
How you raise us up,
How you care about us when sick,
How you comfort us when we are sad,
How you gave us strength to move on in life,
It is so un repayable,
We have appreciate them now,
Not later on in the future,
Because once they are not here,
It is to late to say mum I love you
So, mum you will always be in heart forever.
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Mystery
 
Who are you..
How do you know me..
Where did you get my phone number..
Why are you so mystery..
It seem to be so suspicious..
You say you know me..
You want to be friend with me..
But who are you..
You say we will meet someday..
Someday all of this will be reveal..
Don’t worry I will not be harm..
At the first sight..
I think that you are evil and wicked..
Cause you too mystery and so secretive..
But then it all change as the day passed by..
Even I can’t see who are you..
I can feel you appearance..
When I am down and sad..
Or even when I have problem..
Or in a gloomy mood..
You will come to the rescue..
You care about me always..
I am just like your first priority..
You ask about my health.. my life.. my problem..
Even on my studies you care about..
Don’t know why..
It does not seem to be wrong..
Because I felt like I have protector..
I don’t feel lonely or bored..
But then…
You still remain mystery…
We haven’t met yet..
Maybe fate has it own way to let us meet..
I think I shall follow with the flow..
Most of all..
I am happy that you come even in a secretive way..
Even I still can’t solve your identity..
I believe that someday we shall met..
The day will come sooner or later…
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Never Thought
 
Tik, tik, tik…
The sound of tears dripping in my heart..
Why, why do you cry heart..
Frust, stress, and sad is what cause all this damage..
I thought you knew me..
But this is all bullshit..
You don't know me at all..
It was a long journey..
Before, before you send it to trash..
You broke it and backstab it..
Tell lies, turn story and hurt people feeling..
Oh god! !
Why this is happening to me..
I never thought for once..
The person that I trust before..
Was also the person that crush it away..
My tiny little heart is torn and broken..
Like a glass broken to thousand pieces..
You may try to fix it..
But it will not be the same again..
Things will change start from now..
Wake up, yes you need to wake up..
Every word and action you did now..
Make the situation worst and dawn..
The clock is ticking fast..
My time is up..
I never thought of this before..
Sorry to said that..
All joy will come to end and regret will occur..
That is something…
Something that you shall thought before saying or do..
I never thought this is the end..
Goodbye..
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No More
 
No more tears..
No more crying..
No more sadness..
No more happiness..
No more hard feelings..
No more warm feelings..
No more love..
No more trust..
No more dream..
No more life..
No more everything..
No more.. No more..
Please..
There is no more life in my life..
No more tears in my life..
No more crying in my life..
Please no more..
No more people..
No more i..
No more you..
No more we..
No more us..
No more their..
No more them..
No more our..
No more.. No more..
That all I can say...
I have already nothing..
Nothing.. Nothing..
My life is now nothing..
Because..
You have take that all away from me..
No more, I have nothing left..
Only me..
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Opportunity
 
In life…
Opportunity does come in life once a while..
It does not come always…
It’s once in a blue moon…
Appreciate it when it comes….
Cause it not yours forever…
Opportunity also does not come twice in life…
It is rare for that happen…
So, once it appears…
Grab it..
Take that opportunity..
Because maybe it is meant for you..
Don’t let it passed by you..
Cause maybe that opportunity is once in a lifetime…
Once you leave it..
It will take days or years for it to comeback..
So, appreciate it..
Appreciate your relationship…
Friendship, family or even your own life..
Be graceful to god…
Always thanks god for that opportunity that come..
Maybe it a reward for your hard work..
So, remember always…
Opportunity seldom comes in life…
So, take it or leave it..
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Patience
 
Patience…
Something that I am losing in my life right now…
Oh God! !
Please give the strength…
Strength to proceed with all of my surrounding…
This is the game that I am losing…
Losing right now! !
I can’t take it anymore…
Day by day...
It shrunk bit by bit...
Looked like I can’t control it…
It’s effecting my emotional…
Sometimes I feel that I can’t take…
I am losing to my surrounding…
Why, why? ?
Why they seem to be irritated? ?
Are they really true to themselves in friendship?
Or they are just plastic around me…
Sincerity that once was in air has vanished…
It is so odd right now…
The air and the situation…
People tend to be kind but actually talking at the back literally…
Making comment and assumption…
Doing things that are so plastic in life…
Oh God! !
Do help me in giving me patience…
Patience to be a better person…
Sometimes doing well is not good enough…
Patience do lost…
Lost when our heart pumped literally high…
Oh God! ! !
I do hope you gave me the strength…
Strength to my heart to be more patience…
Right now, what I need is…
Just be positive to generate my patience emotion…
And ignore the people that bring me down! ! !
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Routine
 
After a long silent month
At last my engine has just been started
It started the day with as cool as the sky
Then, continue it with fierce like the lightning
Next the weather continue but it feel like dead
Suddenly it rise up to high level of stress
But at last it becomes calm again
Maybe it’s a new beginning for us
Beginning for new life and world
How to solve it
That a question to answer
But for the time being
This routine will keep on rotate
Maybe we need to be patience with it
Or just follow with the flow
Just go on with it
Or maybe we need some “ Muhasabah Diri”
That what we been told to do
So just keep going with this situation
No what happen
What important is
Recite a lot of ‘Doa’
Then god
Will definitely help us
To go through with this moment
And help to proceed with these lovely life
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Run
 
I run and keep on running..
Run far, far away..
Running from something..
What is the thing..
I as myself are not sure about it..
What is that..
Why I am running..
Why I must run..
I should face it..
But..
I choose to run..
Run and run..
Until I found the way..
Until I found the light from god al-mighty..
Maybe then I will stop running..
But for the time being..
I will just keep running..
I don’t want to face it now..
I don’t have the guts yet..
Just scared of it..
All I want is to run far, far away from it..
Run and keep on running..
So, for this moment..
I will continue running..
Till I felt to stop running..
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Sensitive
 
I may laugh here..
I may laugh there..
But..
Actually, I am the most..
Sensitive person in the world..
People may think that..
I am always happy..
Always in a joy mood..
But..
Actually, I keep the sad mood.
Deeply in my heart..
Very deep..
Until..
No want realize it..
Because..
No want can hear it..
See it..
Or even feel it..
Whether it is sunny or rainy in there..
The sensitive side of me..
Is keep far away from people and everyone..
I don’t want anyone to hear, see or feel it..
Not my family, friends..
Or even far away from my love one.
I just want to feel it alone..
The sensitive sides of me is only for me.,
It come alive when I am alone..
But..
It is always important part of me..
In the past, present and future..
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Siblings
 
Siblings….
What is that means to you..
The word are so simple and understandable..
It is not just between you and your family members..
But our friends are also can be called siblings..
It all start long time ago..
Back there..
We don’t know each other..
We don’t even bother to say hi..
But we don’t know that fate has it own story..
It brings all of us together in that society…
At first it was odd...
We try to be kind and good to each other…
Try to understand and communicate..
Sometime it when well…
Sometime it when worst..
The day passed by..
Slowly.. slowly.. and slowly..
We all become more and more close..
It start as a friend and now we all are like siblings..
The months seem to be shorten..
As the day passed..
Each day are special for all of us..
Our tied become more strong than ever..
Each meeting are wonderful..
It is phenomenal..
Everyone of us are happy..
But all good things does not last forever..
Then it come to an end..
Everyone must move on with their life..
But the memory that we have are priceless..
And always will be remember forever..
No matter what happen…
Don’t hesitate to contact each other..
We may be far but always near in each other heart..
Love you all forever..
We all will always be siblings..
Our siblings will remain strong until the time stop..
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Songs
 
Melody and lyrics often brings different emotions…
Each song have its own story..
Either is a sad, happy or even love story..
Together this song bring lots of meaning..
But combining all songs make a new story..
First time I saw you..
My heart beat fast..
How do I live without you..
Cause hate how much I love you..
Plz, take one step at a time..
I see you true colors..
That why I love you..
Nobody want to be lonely..
Is there anybody out there..
I knew I love you before I met you..
The day I first met you..
I look to you.,
You are the only exception..
I only wanna make you feel wanted..
You always be mine..
Don’t do breaking my heart..
I fall apart without you..
You are the missing pieces that I need..
Thus, angel brought you there..
You steal my heart away..
Don’t hold your breathe..
If I die young..
Plz, give you heart a break..
I have nothing..
Anything can happen..
Losing you is like living with no air..
There can be miracle if you believe..
A moment like this..
You are safe in my heart..
Its not right but is ok..
And my heart will go on..
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Stay
 
I wish I could stay longer,
Longer, so I can be with my family,
My friends, my lover and with my precious pets,
But….. It is all just a dream that I live to have,
A dream that I shall left behind,
Cause my fate have been written,
I can’t stay longer,
I have to go sooner or later,
I really want to stay,
Stay to see my family and my friends,
Stay with my love one,
Stay and play with little pets,
Stay to celebrate my life,
But…. It can’t be happening to me,
Because I have to go,
Go far, far away from the one that I love,
A place where no body no where it is,
A place only I shall be gone forever,
Leave the world behind me,
God is power and great,
Test the person that is strong enough to go through it,
I hope I am strong enough to go through this life,
I will always love everyone in my life forever,
Even when I am not here anymore.
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Still Remain
 
Back there something did appear..
Maybe something called love..
But then you gave an answers..
An answer to an important questions..
At that time..
I can only take that answers..
Time passed by…
Life did go on…
Then it did come again…
The old things..
The things that appear before..
I did scold you once before…
Not because I hate you..
But because I still care about you..
Maybe something is still remain the same…
Maybe that feeling is still here..
Does not gone..
Then we met again…
At first we tried to avoid each other…
But then we are in one place..
Act like nothing happen…
But actual something is happening in there..
Maybe there is something is still remain..
We can feel that things…
At that time it just like the old time..
Then you feel sick and it worry me..
But don’t worry I am there that time..
Near you…
Sometime I may looked like I don’t care..
But actually I do care and worry a lot…
After a moment it a goodbye day..
I should sat near you..
But there is an obstacles..
It quite sad at that day…
But as long you are happy with your choice..
Then I am happy…
I may frustrated with that..
But is okay…
I already used to it…
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After what happen again…
Is your answer is still remain as before…
Do you really does not feel anything…
Or do you feel something…
Maybe something in you that you want to tell…
You shall take a step…
A step in telling what you feel…
So that it will not remain like before…
Sometime things can be change…
It all depends on us…
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Stop
 
Long time ago..
Your are an addicted person..
Then you just realize..
You need to stop from it..
You just want to stop..
So you set up your mind..
Your are determine on doing this..
You seem to be so eager..
All you want is to stop..
Stop.. stop.. and stop..
Yes what you want is to stop..
Only stop the thing you need..
With some help of supplement..
And also with your courage..
You just seem not to give up easily..
Everyday is a suffer day for you..
At first it is so hard..
But then..
It become smooth for you..
You work hard in stopping from it..
At last it pay off..
You success in stopping..
You got it..
Yes.. that true..
The most suitable word for at the end is..
Congratulation friend for your hard work..
Now you are more healthier than ever..
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Story Of You
 
Every story is different from each other..
Same goes to ours..
It's all start five years ago..
When we enter our university year…
Back there I am only a Semenanjung boy..
And you are from Sarawakian…
I am only a traveler in that place..
There is only one class there..
For me it is easy for me to remember all…
I am talkative friend and you are a shy friend..
We might not talk much that time..
But you are the one that lend me your laptop…
For my assignment and to filled my bored..
Time passed by…
One semester end there..
And I transfer to another place..
While we just know each other a little..
Years and days passed by..
We finish our diploma and continue our degree…
I get to continue in first in take..
But unfortunately you did not…
It was sad cause I thought all of my friend will be here..
Soon a good new arrive here..
You get to continue…
Here we are in different class..
We seldom chat here…
I with my friend..
And you with your friend…
I still remember you just follow one person…
Follow here and there…
Until one day you guys fight for ridiculous reason…
Then semester continue and continue..
You stay at outside &quot;Komersial&quot;…
That semester we are in one group..
Because of that group we are close…
We go together to Kuala Lumpur to do task…
While doing that we have ice-cream and walk…
Since then we always chat..
And always hang out together..
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The reason is to talk about the task…
But actual is just to just relax and talk about other things..
When I am sad or depressed you are there to hear…
See me cry and laugh…
Sometimes I feel shy but is ok we are best friend what…
When you sad and have problem I always hear…
Try to give advice as I could…
Time passed by…
We go PKNS, Sacc Mall and even Karaoke..
Not to forget I-City…
We become more and more close…
You are one of my best friends I ever have here…
Then it is last semester…
It becomes so sad because this is our last semester here…
This time we are in different group..
But no matter what we still hang out…
Always eat at ‘Iskandar'…
Go ‘Nite Run' together..
Never thought you can run…
Meat ball in ‘Ikea'..
Jogging in Sec 7 Lake…
Go visit orphanage…
And many other memories in here…
All of that will end soon…
Our year in here is done…
Soon we will be in our world…
You will go back there..
And I will be here…
When think about that it feel sad..
I will be alone here..
There is no one to hang out with me anymore..
No more hanging out…
No more jogging…
No more meat ball…
All by myself now…
It is cruel…
But that is life…
Need to accept the fact…
Time do jealous of people..
Can't believe how time move fast…
One day we are young..
Next day our age has grow…
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One day we are here..
Next day we have gone…
What I can say is..
Really appreciate the time that we have here…
It is so precious..
Can't described it..
But I will always remember all what we did…
Even I felt I am loosing something..
I have to accept it…
What begin will always end…
But I hope our friendship will always shine and remember…
No matter how far you..
How sad you are…
How cruel life are…
Remember one thing..
I am always there with you..
Always there to give you support…
I believe you can do well in live…
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Suddenly
 
We start as an unknown person…
We became close because of fate..
Then we became friends..
Suddenly it has changes..
I not sure what…
But what I am sure is..
It became something more than friend..
We know each other in a short while..
But in a short while our feeling is develop..
Develop to something new..
Something more than what we thought..
I am not sure for u..
But for me it is so memorable..
Do you feel like what I feel..
Or it is just me that feel like that…
In this life, anything can happen..
When I am alone..
Suddenly you came in my life..
You bring me light after I am gloom..
You are my hope..
You are one of the best things happen in my life..
I do not regret for knowing you..
Because I know you are there when I need you…
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Tell
 
I wish I could tell more,
More about myself,
More about my life,
More about my past,
More about my liked and disliked,
But……
I can’t….
I can’t tell it…
It’s a secret,
Secret to myself,
I really love to share it with you,
I really hope so,
But…
Once again I can’t bear to tell you,
There are many obstacles that stop me,
Stop me from telling you,
I wish I could fight it,
It such a burden for me,
Days past one by one,
Months past just as fast as days,
But..
Here I am still can’t do it,
I wish I could have more time,
More time to tell you about me,
But..
It seems that time is running out,
If I just have the time,
I just want to tell that…..
I will always love you forever……
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Thank You
 
Thank you…
I just wanted to say thanks..
For every time you were there for me..
For every time you made me grin..
For all the things we did together..
For every game you let me win..
For every change we weathered together..
For each moment that you saw through..
Or believe in me..
Or held my hand..
Thank you once again…
For your kindness, your loving and caring moment..
You are my strength that bring me through life..
You are the answers that puzzled in me..
Light me through day.. month.. and years…
I will never forget you forever…
You will always me in my mind..
Thank you.. Thank you…
Thank you for being there…
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The One And Only
 
You are the one..
You are my heart..
You are my light..
You are my happiness..
You are also my sadness..
You teach me love..
You teach me life..
You bring me joy..
You suit me well..
I know deep inside me..
You are the one and only..
In my heart..
You make me laugh..
You make me cry..
You take care of me..
You hurt me deeply..
You are my day and also my night..
You are the one..
The only one..
God knows you are the one..
God send you to me..
Because..
You are the one and only..
That fill my heart..
And will always stay in my heart..
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Thinking Too Much
 
I have been thinking…
Thinking too much..
Until I can feel my brain..
It almost get the best of me..
Almost destroy me..
Don't' think too much please..
Try to relax..
Free your mind…
Don't keep thinking for something lame..
Sometimes human can't take all the heat..
The more you think..
The more you stress..
The shorter you life will be..
So learn how to adapt..
Think wisely and properly..
Do what is the best…
Don't over think it..
Thinking too much brings disaster..
Remember the choice is yours..
The more you keep thinking…
The faster you will be destroy..
The less you keep thinking..
The prosperous you will be..
Thinking yes is important..
But over thinking it will bring harm..
Be smart..
Think wisely…
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Times
 
Time.. Time.. Time..
Time come and go..
Time do not turn back..
What is gone is consider gone..
And time will continue ticking..
Time is something precious..
We shall appreciate it..
Time do not wait for no one..
But..
Time always move on..
Far, far away from us..
Time sometimes are jealous toward us..
We should always remember one thing..
Time are the one that broad us together..
And their are the one that torn us apart..
Their sometimes could be so cruel..
Really, really cruel toward people..
Time are possible in making..
People lose their hope..
People lose their love one..
And could also lose their friend and family..
But..
For me, I really appreciate time..
It has taught me a lot in my entire life..
Please, don’t waste time..
Their are precious..
Do appreciate your love one forever..
Because..
Time may take them away from us..
For me..
My time is ticking really fast..
And for that..
I have to continue my life without turning back..
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True Love
 
True love..
Something that are depth..
Very depth in ourselves
Come from our tiny little heart..
Sincere, honest and warm…
Not everyone can get true love..
We may love someone..
But is that what we called true love..
We may change from one person to another..
But is it really true love..
A true love is…
A perfect person for us..
Be there whenever we need..
Protect us from other..
Always stay on our side…
Often say the keyword ‘I Love U’
When the love is a true love..
We can’t afford to be separated…
We can’t bear the consequence..
We felt lonely and far if one is disappeared..
True love come from our pure heart..
It teach us care and love each other..
It makes us feel more stronger..
It feel like there is no end in this world…
A true love is hard to find…
But once you have found your true love..
Make sure to take good care of it..
Cause you will regret if you let it go..
You will suffer..
And will cry for it..
But always remember..
When we talk about love..
It is never too late to love someone..
And to find your true love..
That person is out there somewhere..
Waiting for you…
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Unpredictable
 
Life is unpredictable..
Same it goes to our feeling..
It hard to describe it..
We could not now what people feeling are..
Sometimes it easy for us to let go our feeling..
Maybe we might know someone for a moment..
Eventhough just for a while..
But a feeling is develop there..
A feeling that called love..
We might not sure with that..
But I am sure that feeling is love…
I think I should stay through to my feeling..
I think I like you..
Want to take to the next level..
You have already take my heart..
In a short time together..
You have already attract me..
I am always thinking of you..
Hope you will be there for me..
Even for a short while…
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Weird
 
It is so weird...
What people can be...
They can be evil and then they can be kind...
Human seems to be weird sometimes...
Some tend to stab they best friend…
Other try to make others bankrupt...
Even there is many people that talk at the back..
Too many type of these people...
World are going nut and misery...
But not everyone in this world is bad…
There are kind people. Honest people and good people...
These type of people only have a few in these world...
But what I can say is...
It is so weird...
Very weird...
One may make a promise then it will easy broke it...
Some may be good to you but then bad mouth you...
These type of weirdo need to be taught a lesson...
Lesson to remember...
People should think...
What you do now...
Is what you will get in the future...
You can’t run from your evilness...
It will come back to you…
Haunt you back slowly and slowly…
Your life will definitely be miserable...
All I ask is…
Please don’t do that to me...
Or you will be sorry for it later...
Cause what goes around come around...
Its all coming back to you...
Sooner or later...
So weirdo...
Please watch out...
Don’t make people sad…
Don’t tear people apart...
Or in the end...
Your relationship will not success...
What important is...
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Please.. please.. please...
Be yourself...
God are always watching us…
Every single one of us…
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Worst
 
How can it be define?
What is that?
Its getting worst..
I thought the first was worst..
But the next was disaster...
The days seem to understand...
Its filled with gloomy feeling...
Dark with betrayal.
A trust that once before have..
But then it disappears...
All because of the existing of that worst person...
Because of that person also...
Friendship are torn apart..
Relationship starts to destroy...
The atmosphere are full with fake..
Here fake, there fake, everywhere fake...
We seems to be surrounding with fake people..
Hey! You don’t belong here..
Maybe I guess, I just don’t need that person...
Friendship are more important..
Important than that worst and unworthy person..
Just as frankly reminder..
Don’t because of that worst person..
Friendship will not last long...
It seems to end soon..
End in a bad way...
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You
 
YOU…..
WHAT ARE YOU,
YOU ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL,
YOU MAKE ME BECOME MAD,
SOMETIMES YOU MAKE ME HURT,
MAKE ME CRY, MAKE ME HAPPY,
MAKE MY LIFE PERFECT,
YOU CHEER ME UP,
BUT AFTER ALL YOU ARE HEARTLESS,
YOU ARE MEAN,
EVIL, UNBELIEVABLE,
YOU……
GAVE ME HOPE,
BUT THEN YOU BROKE MY HEART,
WHAT ARE YOU,
WHY YOU DO THIS TO ME,
WHAT IS MY FAULT TO YOU,
WHAT……..
AFTER ALL YOU ARE SO IMPORTANT TO ME,
HATE MYSELF CAUSE I LOVE AND NEED YOU,
YOU JUST LIKE A TATOO IN MY HEART,
YOU WILL ALWAYS BE A PART OF ME,
I CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT YOU,
I CAN’T STAND WITHOUT YOU,
BUT WHAT HAPPEN TO US,
WHAT HAVE YOU DONE,
I HOPE YOU KNOW WHAT HAVE YOU DONE,
IS TIME TO GROW UP NOW,
PLEASE DON’T MAKE CRY,
YOU……
YOU BRING TO MY LIVE JOY,
MY LIVE IS BEAUTIFUL WITH YOU,
FULL WITH COLOURS,
YOU ARE THE MUSIC IN MY HEART,
AND YOU WILL ALWAYS BE IN MY HEART FOREVER...
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